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It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set 

brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams  

 Town Crier Committee Report Vol. 1 No 11 

Spontaneous Outpouring to Support 

Chick-fil- A no Surprise to Town 

Criers 
There is a giant outpouring of people who are revolting against the Progressive politicians at all levels.  The 

‘Central Planners’ are failing.  “The economic and monetary systems are collapsing and the Republicans and 

Democrats continue with the same old, very old, narrative. Central Planners, in the end, cannot tolerate our 

free speech.  The assault on the First Amendment by the Obama Administration and its ‘Fellow Travelers’ in 

both political parties and in the media is causing  a great majority of people to come forth.   And, the 

Chick-fil-A demonstrations are a reflection of that groundswell.  The Town Criers experience this 

welling up every time they appear on the Streets,” according to a spokesman for the Town Crier 

Committee.   

 

August 4, 2012  

A Soft Rain and a Cloudy Sky 

Doesn’t Dampen TCC Spirits 
However, a Gust of Wind Destroys an Old Friend. The light drizzle did not deter the Town 

Criers from their weekly rounds. It did create a casualty though.  The original “Big Red Sign’ was weakened by 

the rain.  As the TCC group turned on to St George Street in the historic district of St Augustine, Florida, a gust 

of wind snapped the foam- core of which the sign was made.  The fatally wounded sign, pictured above, saw 

one final tour of duty being held together during the entire afternoon.  This ‘Old Friend’ proved that the Soviet 

concept of ‘Political Correctness’ has no place in Obama’s 

fundamental changing of America.  First introduced about two 

months ago, the public immediately accepted the sign.  The great 

majority know the truth when they see it.  The minority left is 

horrified by sight of the sign.  They do not expect to be exposed.              

Photos by TCC Staff                                              The Left have always hidden their true nature. To see someone 
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exposing them in public is a new experience for them.                                                                                                            

       Then Came the Rain 

               Gone were the People 

  Gone were the Criers 

   and the Original ‘Big RED Sign’ Expired…..        

August 7, 2012 

  It’s About Truth Peter…. 

  Reporter Peter Guinta Lies Yet Again                                                                  

                 Multiple Eye Witnesses Ignored 

Mr. Guinta, a new day is dawning. The shabby ‘Liberal Press’ is experiencing                                  Photo by TCC Staff 

 an end to its dominance.  I have been reading Liberal trash my whole life but I have never seen such a 

complete and deliberate misrepresentation of the facts as I read today.  Perhaps, it was because I have  

firsthand knowledge regarding the events concerning Commissioner Bryan’s behavior on June 27, 2011.   

I was not involved as a reporter at the time; I was part of the story. Peter Guinta’s shameful promotion of 

Ken Bryan on the front page of the Record is not journalism; it is a gift of very expensive political 

advertisement for Ken Bryan. It’s called propaganda!  

On June 27, 2011, Mr. Guinta reported that I was present at the ‘Town Hall Meeting’ wearing a minuteman 

uniform and carrying a rifle at the County Commissioners Building. I assume that this was to discredit my 

peaceful protest.  The Record had to crop me out of a photo to make this lie plausible. What is interesting, I 

did not own a rifle. To bring a weapon to a Town Hall meeting would have been a crime. A couple of 

months later, Mr. Guinta privately apologized for writing the falsehood about me. Damage done. 

Now, the Record is allowing him, again, to create falsehoods regarding the Commissioner’s conduct on June 

27th.  In his current article, he implies that there were strong words, but no violence.  This is a complete 

misrepresentation of what happened. In a three letter word…it’s a lie. Peter confirms this position by 

suggesting a reporter saw the occurrence.  My recollection is that the reporter from the Record left before 

the incident occurred, to meet a press deadline.  There were no reporters in a position to view the violent 

act. If there was a reporter in the audience, that person would have been facing in the opposite direction, 

as was the audience, when the violent act occurred.  If someone had turned around to look, they would 

have seen Bryan dart around his wife and confront Cindy De Corrado, as she bent down to pick of the 

Constitution booklet that Bryan had backhanded to the floor. They would have seen Mr. West standing in 

front of Bryan blocking the view as shown in a video made by Bob Kuczewski. Commissioner Bryan was 
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seated in the last row of the auditorium.  Only the people standing next to the back wall and those in the 

aisle in the close proximity of the Commissioner could have seen what happened. Bryan gave a left hand 

karate chop to West’s right arm. There were four persons who could have seen what transpired. I have 

interviewed the other three. I am the fourth. All four of us have strong feelings about the incident.  The 

Commissioner went into a fit of rage on being presented a copy of the U.S. Constitution.  When Mr. Eric 

West approached Bryan, in what appeared to be an attempt to calm him down, Ken Bryan struck West’s 

outstretched arm with a karate blow.  Mr. West chose not to deal with the attack and remained calm.  For 

his own reasons, Mr. West chose, in typical Republican fashion, to drop the issue. That decision, our readers 

will recall, was the beginning of the issues that lead to the removal of Randy Covington’s and Eric West’s 

control of the SATP.  

Bryan’s act of violence is certainly a story.  The real issue is that in a violent rage, a Commissioner can order 

peaceful citizens to be thrown out of a Town Hall meeting at will.  This is true even though it was not a 

Commissioner’s meeting. This is the imposing of Tyranny pure and simple.  At the time, the Record 

published an article entitled Tyranny Alive and Well in St Johns County; I authored that article. 

The official reports were written by the deputies who never looked beyond the Commissioner’s statements. 

Bryan’s point of view prevails because the eye witnesses to this event were never questioned. This is true 

even though the witnesses repeatedly offered statements and evidence to the Sheriff.  Sheriff Shore was 

not interested as he preferred the idea of “getting along”.  

Peter Guinta didn’t deal with the witnesses either. He was well-versed by those who saw what transpired. 

To support their views, Peter was offered a viewing of the Kuczewski video. He did not avail himself of this 

opportunity. And, now with the passage of time, the official reports are validated in his mind.  He simply did 

not have a desire to look into it when it ensued. And now, Peter Guinta states that official record is proof.  It 

isn’t.   

This imposition of Tyranny in St Johns County by establishment forces and the 

press supporting them is the same relationship we see in Washington, D.C.  

Mr. Peter Guinta did a shameful job of journalism.   

“Peter, it is about telling the truth not promoting the status quo.” 

 It is amazing, when you have firsthand knowledge, to see how the ‘Liberal 

Press’ buries the truth. 

“Mr. Guinta if you worked for this publication, I would fire you!” 

The Editor 

 

 

 

"To stand in silence when they should be 

protesting makes cowards out of men."  

Abraham Lincoln 
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August 9, 2012 

Blaine Ingolia Featured Speaker at the 

REC Meeting                    
Blaine Ingolia is the 1st Vice Chairman of the RPOF and 

Founder of the "Government Gone Wild" website.                                Photo by TCC Staff 

Mr. Ingolia engaged the REC audience with a discussion of a very serious problem mixed with the right 

amount of humor.  The main points of his presentation centered on the national debt, the monetizing of 

the debt and the fact that the Nation is bankrupt.  He suggested that the only way out of this situation is to 

‘grow the economy’.  He expressed concern with the growing number of people who do not pay any 

income tax. Mr. Ingolia pointed out the danger of the influence of the big unions.  According to Mr. Ingolia, 

if the Obama administration continues with its policies, it will bring the collapse of the Nation.  He stressed 

the urgent need to elect the Romney team. Tea Party members present expressed concern of how a 

Progressive could fix the problems. 

Commissioner Bryan addresses the REC 
Commissioner Bryan is not a frequent attendee at REC meetings.  He appeared at 
this meeting to clarify Peter Guinta’s Tuesday article as it pertained to the REC. Mr. 
Guinta had reported in the Record, and I quote, “Bryan said Monday night that he 
believes Gold [Michael Gold Historic City News] wrote the email with the tacit 
backing of the local Republican Executive Committee.”  The Commissioner stated 

Photos by TCC Staff            that he was there to assure the REC that he did not believe the REC was against him.  
He went on to say that we are all community and neighbors and should work together in unity of purpose.  
There were REC members who recalled his disrespect for the U. S. Constitution on June 27, 2011.  This was 
the cause of the disturbance at the town Hall meeting.  Mr. Guinta did not report any of this in his favorable 
interview with the Commissioner.   

Mosquito Control Candidates ask for REC Support 

Gary Howell, speaking for himself and for Bob Smith, 

addressed the poor press the three Candidates recently 

received.  The Record described them as ‘Spoilers’ and this  

publication referred to them as the ‘three stooges’ in the special edition. Mr. Howell 

had some fun with the stooge’s identification.  He named Bob Smith, Larry, and 

called Randy Covington, Curly.  He then announced that “leaves me …Moe.”  The 

REC members had a good laugh.  Covington declares that they were running against Liberal Democrats. The 

Candidates did not list any qualifications for the job or list any experience in the field.  
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August 11, 2012 

   

That Sign 

Offends Me! 

Mission Accomplished!  
Each week the Town Criers, a committee of the Saint Augustine Tea Party, hit the pavement to 'meet 

America' in the Historic Downtown district of St. Augustine, Florida. Today the Town Criers took just one 

walk down the famous St. George Street in the historic area before a heavy thunderstorm came through 

and cleared the streets. Taking refuge in a nearby restaurant, the Criers discussed the 'Leftist' of the day. 

“Each week it seems that a little old Leftist, usually with a wide brim 

straw hat, not a Cowboy hat you understand, no sir, more like an elitist 

‘Plantation Hat’. “You know the type, he comes up and states that he’s 

offended by the red sign,” a Town Crier member remarked. The 

conversation continued as they discussed a variety of their responses to 

that statement, when another member, Yvonne Heikkinen realized the 

perfect response to the disgruntled Leftists: "Mission Accomplished!"                                                                    

Photos by TCC Staff                                        According to Town Crier Committee members, ‘The Big Red Sign’ they 

carry, does three things when it is presented to the public: First, those who know the truth about who 

Obama is are encouraged and eager to show their support. Second, there are those who make a connection 

with the truth of the sign, and this result is the 'awakening of America. Third, there are those who see the 

sign and realize that they have been exposed! This is a new experience for them, 

they are offended, and so they must protest! Therefore, the Criers say, if the sign 

offends, then the response for the Town Criers is, “Mission Accomplished.” The 

Town Crier Committee members exclaim, “It is time to offend the un-American 

nature of the Left. The Left does have their first amendment right to express their 

poison. However, they do not have a right to take away our first amendment 

right or to abuse our Constitution. The impact of the ‘Big Red Sign’ shows that the 

American people are ready for the truth. 

 Hello Romney-Ryan Campaign!”  
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 The Town Criers then attended to the long, long line of hot Romney 
fans. Most had Romney stickers. The Town Criers thanked all the 
Romney supporters for coming to support their candidate. But in Town 
Crier fashion, they exhorted the normally well-mannered Republicans to 
get vocal and to fight back. "You have to write to Mitt and tell him to 

take off his mittens and fight back! 
Obama is boxing Mitt’s ears with 
'Show us your tax returns'. And Mitt 
is trying to be 'Mr. Nice Guy", said Heimbold to the crowd. "Mitt has to 
fight back and say to Obama, “Show me your school records, show me 
your social security number, show me your real birth certificate". 
 

 Lance Thate, Town Crier Chairman, made it simple with his ‘BIG RED SIGN’, which states ‘OBAMA IS A 
COMMUNIST’. The normally stoic Republicans received the exhortations of the Town Criers with cheerful 
acceptance. Some even with enthusiasm. Some even shouted back at the leftists. A blonde, from Texas, 
who could have been a Dallas Cowboy cheer leader, really let the lefties have it. A Cuban exile, who lived 
under Castro's Communism, let the 35 or so anti-Romney gang, have it with “You jackasses don't know 
what you are talking about. I lived under Communism!"The Town Criers handed out Constitutions and 
NObama stickers 'til the very last in line, near 9 o'clock. Then they followed the queue into the event.  

  
  
          
        
 

                                                                                       

 

 

   

Amazing day.  The Criers traveled to Flagler College today in our Colonial wear to meet and greet the public, who 
were gathered to see Mitt Romney and various Florida Politicos campaign for his presidency.  Of course, as is usual, 
we had our signs.  Those signs were so well received it was unbelievable.  The BIG RED SIGN really got the most 
attention.  With thousands of people waiting to get into the Venue, they wanted to interact with the Criers and the 
BIG RED SIGN. 
Are Americans beginning to wake up?  I say they are.  They are becoming aware that the current administration has 
taken our country so far to the left that the words Marxism, Socialism and, yes, Communism are actually beginning 
to form on their lips as they are seeing it within the Obama Presidency.  The Republicans have a long way to go in 
speaking out but they are beginning to understand that we Americans are going to lose our culture and our heritage 
if we don't become bold in their protestations. Today I witnessed some of the ‘Stepford Republicans’ stir and say, 
shouting “No, to Socialists!”  Wow!!!! (well, that's a start)  OK,  they still have a way to go, but clearly  America is 
waking up.                                                                             Yvonne Heikkinen 
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August 14, 2012 

Billie Tucker Featured Speaker at 

SATP Regular Meeting 
Billie Tucker spoke, extemporaneously, about the founding of the Tea 

Party movement in the Jacksonville area.  She reflected on how she and         

Photos by TCC Staff      five others decided to have a Tea Party on ‘Tax Day’ 2009.  They 

organized the First Coast Tea Party which held its first Rally at the Landing in Jacksonville, Florida on April 15, 

2009. Billie went on to say that, “We expected 500 people and 5000 showed up.  Then we learned, the next 

day, that it had happened all over the Country.”  Many who were in attendance remembered, with fondness, 

that first April 15th event and the early days of the movement.  She also discussed their disappointment in the 

Mayor’s race in Jacksonville.  Billie recalled the great influx of people from Chicago, New York, Maryland and 

such places to organize the political situation.  It was clear to her that Jacksonville was used as a test case for 

future campaigns. 

Big Voices Media 
The second part of the talk covered Billie’s newest activity, which is the development of a Conservative media 

network.  Billie Tucker’s associate and long time friend, Lynne Holicky pictured upper right, assisted in the 

presentation. ‘Big Voices Media” is a for-profit organization which will provide Tea Parties a free web page on 

the ‘Big Voices Media’ channel. The SATP members asked a question regarding the network, as the SATP’s 

Town Crier Committee is proceeding with various ways to expand its Town Crier Committee Report exposure. 

The members were shown that with a simple device a smart phone can be converted into a video camera with 

a microphone for live interviews.  For the moment the ‘Big Voices Media’ system is still in the development 

stage.  

The SATP members were pleased to have a Tea Party pioneer at their meeting. 

 

 

Does the low voter turnout suggest that there is no point in working within the two 

existing Parties? Where are the other 127612 voters going in the future?                                                                                                                                                                                             

2012 Primary Election 
Registered                               

Voters: 
    150,227 

 Ballots Cast:      29,615 

Voter Turnout:      19.71 % 
 

Precincts  

Reported: 
46 of 46 

 

Website last updated 8/14/2012     

9:45:35 PM EDT 
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August 15, 2012 

Did the ‘Not to Vote List’ that 

appeared in our special primary 

election edition have any effect? 

This publication is currently sent to about 2500 people in St Johns County.                                 Photo by TCC Staff 

Many on that list forward it to their mailing lists. Total readership is estimated at 7000 to 8000.  The 

likelihood of a person, being a Primary voter, reading this, is very high. Most of the people on our mailing 

list are politically active and have a great interest in the political process. We believe that we reached, at 

least, 1 out of 10 voters who voted in the Primary on August 14th.  Since some of the races were decided 

with less than 1% of the vote, we have to conclude that we, in fact, did influence the election.  Of the eight 

candidates on our ‘Not To Vote For’ list who were on the Primary ballots, six were defeated. Number one 

on our list was Randy Covington.  He was on our list because of his attempt to control the ‘grassroots’ Tea 

Party movement in St. Johns County for his own political aggrandizing.  To affect that control, he used ‘dirty 

tricks politics’ and deception, as used by some in the Republican Party.  That style of political intrigue has 

been going on long before now in St. Johns County.  Those techniques are the reasons why some 

candidates who win, do not honor the promises they run on after they are elected. The Democrats have an 

even greater problem in this area. Now, with the Primary over, we have gotten rid of some rotten apples. 

The rest, we can bump off in the General election in November. It is too bad that only 20% of the registered 

voters participated.  The ‘Covington Group’ has suggested that the Town Criers are politically inept, naïve. 

Well, Mr. Covington we may be political novices but we are on a fast learning curve. Truth, not deception, 

will be the factor that will save our Country. The public trusts the Tea Party because we offer them the 

Truth and not political smoke and mirrors.  The other 80% of the voters need to ‘wake up and smell the 

coffee’. The Tea Party, particularly the Town Criers, is ringing the bell of Freedom. The two political parties 

are not interested in renewal. They are stuck in the muck of power and corruption. The old voting patterns 

keep them in power. A new Majority Party may well be in the making.  The GOP needs to be 

purged of its progressive values if it is to survive. We will do all we can to help in the process.  

The Editor 

 

 

The reason Politicians try so hard to get re-elected is that 
they couldn’t make a living under the laws they've passed. 
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August 15, 2012 

John Stevens Defeats Randy Covington 
in close race for Republican State Committeeman 
John Stevens defeats Randy Covington in a close race for Republican State 

Committeeman for St, Johns County.  Mr. Stevens will be an interesting addition to the 

Republican Executive Committee’s (REC) board of directors.  In January of 2010, Mr. 

Stevens was removed from a REC meeting over issues between Republican Liberty 

Caucus (RLC) and the REC. Mr. Stevens is a former Chairman of the NE Florida RLC. Bob Veit, who finished a 

distant third in the race, had resisted RLC membership in the REC when he was REC Chairman.  In addition 

to Mr. Covington loosing the State committeeman position, four candidates whom he managed, endorsed 

or promoted, also failed to win their primary elections. Is it goodbye, Mr. Covington? 

August 17, 2012 

2016 Obama’s America is 

Now Showing at the EPIC Theatre 
Review:                       Photos by TCC Staff 

The new movie 2016 Obama’s America made its debut at the Epic at midnight. According to the manager, 

the show times thru Tuesday are 11:10 AM, 1:25PM, 5:55 PM, 8:10 PM and 10:25 PM. You can purchase 

tickets and view show times by going to www.epictheatres.com . We viewed the 5:55 PM Showing, today.  

The film was shown to a full house. This movie is a must.  If you’re a seasoned Tea 

Party member and know Obama’s Communist background, this film will motivate 

you to action.  The movie is very well crafted and is largely based on Obama’s own 

statements and his own writings. It takes you on a “visual journey” of Obama’s little 

known past.  One of the last lines of the film’s dialog is, “What happens is not up to Obama, it is up to “We 

the People.” We strongly recommend that you take time to view this movie. Below is the official press 

release. 

Official Press Release 

“2016 Obama’s America takes audiences on a gripping visual journey into the heart of 
the world’s most powerful office to reveal the struggle of whether one man’s past will 
redefine America over the next four years. The film examines the question, “If Obama 
wins a second term, where will we be in 2016?” 
Across the globe and in America, people in 2008 hungered for a leader who would 
unite and lift us from economic turmoil and war. True to America’s ideals, they 

http://www.epictheatres.com/
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invested their hope in a new kind of president, Barack Obama. What they didn’t know is that Obama is a 
man with a past, and in powerful ways that past defines him--who he is, how he thinks, and where he 
intends to take America and the world. 
Immersed in exotic locales across four continents, bestselling author, Dinesh D’Souza races against time to 
find answers to Obama’s past and reveal where America will be in 2016. During this journey he discovers 
how ‘Hope and Change’ became radically misunderstood, and identifies new flashpoints for hot wars in 
mankind’s greatest struggle. The journey moves quickly over the arc of the old colonial empires, into 
America’s empire of liberty, and we see the unfolding realignment of nations and the shape of the global 
future. Emotionally engaging, 2016 Obama’s America will confound you and, then, you’ll cheer as you 
discover the mysteries and answers to your worst fears and greatest aspirations.” 
 
Editor’s Footnote: I have been a world traveler of sorts. I have seen poverty in South America and 
Africa. South America is far more prosperous compared to Africa. To get off the ship in many ports in Africa, 
you have to ‘tender in.’ The docks are piled high with containers. You wander thru this maze of containers 
three and 4 stories high to the main road which is often a dirt road. “Welcome to Africa”. The few existing 
roads are filled with pot holes. The majority of the country is full of garbage and trash, dust, dirt, filth, run 
down shacks, no toilets and abject poverty. And this is all blamed on the 1%.  
You will see how Obama has arrived at his perspective of the world and how he wants to bring Africa to you 
in your own country, the USA. 

 
August 18, 2012   

Town Criers Continue to Expose Obama 
The Town Criers continued their unrelenting weekly exposure of who Obama is. 

Afterburner with Bill Whittle: It's a Miracle! - YouTube  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you tell a Communist? Well, it’s 

someone who reads Marx and Lenin. And 

how do you tell an anti-Communist? It’s 

someone who understands Marx and 

Lenin.” ― Ronald Reagan 

 

http://www.youtube.com/embed/QXEoQJ7ZMZs?feature=player_detailpage
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3543.Ronald_Reagan
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August 24, 2012 

William Korach will Address SATP 
Meeting on August 28, 2012 
Press Release: 

 
"Parents, may I have your attention, please. Your children are back in school. Good. But, 
what are they learning?" If you are interested in the true condition of our schools, not just 
the government ratings, you won't want to miss William M. Korach's Report Card on the 
public schools in America. The presentation will be held at the Saint Augustine Tea Party 
General Meeting on Tuesday, August 28th, at the Village Inn, in St. Augustine. 
 
You have heard the expression, "Garbage in, garbage out" when it comes to computers. 
Well, your child's brain 'computes' the information that enters through their eyes and ears 
at school. A lot of it is garbage.                                                                                                                                     William Korach      
 
You will be shocked at some of the educational resources used in our school system. 
And the statistics on math and science, compared to other developed countries, will floor you. 
Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of Independence, said, “Religion, morality, and knowledge, 
being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind, (therefore) schools and the means of 
education shall forever be encouraged.” 
 
The Report Card 'encourages' teachers and parents with an over view of the problems and the resources to 
fix the cracks in the public school's educational foundation. 
 
Come to the “The Report Card” meeting on Tuesday, August 28th, at the Village Inn, 
900 N. Ponce De Leon Blvd, 6:30PM and bring a friend, a pen and a note book. 
Note: Attendance is free. You may purchase a meal, pie, coffee or tea at the meeting.  
Come early for a seat. 
 
Dave Heimbold 
Chairman, SATP 
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August 25, 2012   

Will Americans Stand Up Against 

Obama’s Communist Future? 

These Americans Already Have…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Neil Armstrong Passes 
Neil Armstrong died today at age 82.  He will be remembered as the first man to walk on 

the moon, that is, as long as ‘we the people’ record the history.  In 1961, a Populist 

President, JFK, set a goal to land an American on the moon.  The ‘60s’move to the left has 

evolved from a Fabian Socialist (JFK) to a Communist (Obama) in just over fifty years. The country has slid 

from ‘creeping socialism’ to an attempt at full blown Communist globalism.  We now face the question: 

“Will ‘the people’ stand up and reclaim American?”  Rest in peace, Neil Armstrong, you are a true American 

hero. 
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August 28, 2012   

The Report Card Presented 

                 And, the News is not Good……. 
William Korach’s assessment of education in America is one of 

alarm  
Mr. Korach’s address to the members of the SATP presented a picture of a failed system.  At the heart of 

the problem are the teacher unions.  The American people have been sold on the idea that if you spend 

more you get better education.  Mr. Korach stressed that this is not necessarily so.  Class size is not a major 

factor on the quality of education.  The major benefits of small classes provide better situations for the 

teachers and increase numbers of jobs.  The advantage is more for the unions and the teachers not for the 

students.  The effects of Federal and State influence also add to the systemic failure. Curriculum is not 

being determined by parents.  American values are being replaced with a globe view. Mr. Korach feels that 

parental pressure on the local School Boards would over time make constructive changes.   

SATP Members approve Tea 

Party Express Rally 
Photos by TCC Staff                    A main order of business was a motion to approve the funding 

of an event that was approved by the steering committee one week earlier.  The motion to host the Tea 

Party Express rally in St Augustine was passed without dissent. The SATP was chosen to host the event 

because the last three events had been hosted by the First Coast Tea Party in Jacksonville.  The idea of 

having the Oldest City host the event appealed to the organizers of the cross county bus tour.   

SATP Members also Approve a Town Crier presence at the 

Cracker Festival at the Fair Grounds 

Early readers will recall that, the Town Criers participated in the Cracker Festival last October.  The 

members voted to accept an invitation to return for this year’s event.  The event will be held on October 17, 

2012. Yvonne Heikkinen is contact person for this Town Crier activity. 
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August 28, 2012 
RNC Commits Suicide 
All Pretence that the GOP is about Liberty has been Dashed 

 The Republican National Committee may well have sealed the future of the 

Republican Party with the rules changes passed today.  All pretence that the GOP 

is about liberty was dashed.  The establishment forces in the Party, lead by 

Romney supporters, have placed rules that cut of the ‘Grassroots’ influence out and replaced it with top 

down control.  Now, the primary elections are only for Progressive Republicans. After all, it’s supposed that 

those on top are better equipped to set the goals of how to win elections. The face of the people, the idea 

of liberty, when establishment Republicans come face to face with it, are too threatening and must be 

rejected.  The power brokers of the GOP only talk about liberty and freedom, but cannot permit liberty; it is 

too messy.  This is true down at our local REC as well.  Everyone talks individual liberty but the fruit of their 

labor is control.  When Randy Covington, a GOP operative, tried to impose his control on the SATP, it blew 

up in his face.  Now he pretends to have a Tea Party with invited members only. The establishment 

Republican control has pulled this off because of their arrogance.  They perceive that Tea Party and Ron 

Paul Libertarians have no place to go. Well, in 2012, they are right.  The entire Presidential campaign is ‘NO 

OBAMA’.  If Romney were a Palin or Bachmann his candidacy would 

be 15 points ahead of the Communist in the White House.  Instead 

the RNC continues with its top down control as it pushes a 

Progressive candidate that has little support and the GOP limps 

along. 

It is clear that everyone wants ‘Big Government’ except ‘We the People’ and now the ‘We” are locked out.  

The GOP is no longer the Party of Reagan; it is the Party of Dole, McCain, Romney and the likes.  Come to 

think of it maybe it was never the Party of Reagan because in the back ground there was Bush and 

Kissinger. We believe that RNC sealed it fate with this ‘Rule Change’.  They believe this is just another 

election in a series of elections. The People know it is not and they are asking, “Is this the last horaah for 

the GOP”?    

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Llg-a8FamJg&feature=player_embedded       

 The Editorial Staff 

 

 

 

 

You and I have a rendezvous with destiny. We will preserve for our 

children this, the last best hope of man on earth, or we will sentence 

them to take the first step into a thousand years of darkness. If we fail, 

at least let our children and our children's children say of us we justified 

our brief moment here. We did all that could be done.          Ronald Reagan  

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Llg-a8FamJg&feature=player_embedded
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/33738.html
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/33738.html
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/33738.html
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/33738.html
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/33738.html
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Important Notice:  
To those readers who receive this publication by Email:  

You will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month. However this publication 

is now on the Saint Augustine Tea Party Website.  Individual articles are being posted as 

they occur. For Historic City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available 

by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

There is a revolution going on. Come join the 

counter- revolution.  Stand up for individual Liberty. 

Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to 

preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see the awakening of America. 

Lance Thate         

www.SaintAugustineTeaParty.org          

I WANT 

YOUR 

LIBERTY 

DEFEND 

LIBERTY 
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO: 

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA PARTY  

PO BOX 840271 ST. AUGUSTINE FL 

32080 

    Donations not currently deductable. 

 

      

 Donations not 

currently deductable. 

 

"The destiny of mankind is not decided by material computation. When great causes 

are on the move in the world...we learn that we are spirits, not animals, and that 

something is going on in space and time, and beyond space and time, which whether 

we like it or not, spells duty."  

                                                                                                         Winston Churchill, 1941 

http://www.saintaugustineteaparty.org/
http://www.saintaugustineteaparty.org/

